GREEN MACHINE
Sump Cleaner / Filter Unit
The EdjeTech GREEN MACHINE was developed to help eliminate the headaches the metalworking
industry is having with their industrial fluid waste streams.

HEADACHES YOU MIGHT BE EXPERIENCING










Maybe your experiencing cumbersome and slow machine reservoir pump outs
Or dirt and sludge on the bottom of the make shift holding container
Possibly you are charged with running a lean facility that needs to run leaner and faster
Maybe you want to reduce costly labor time during machine cleaning
Or reduce machine down time during cleaning
Possibly increase production by maintaining clean machines
Maybe reduce spilling and hazardous wet floors while transporting fluids
Or you have a lot of maintenance turn over and you are tired of spending a lot of time
training and retraining personnel on difficult equipment
Possibly you may need a unit to fit down those narrow aisles between machines

Any sound familiar? Ease your pain and eliminate that throbbing headache.
The GREEN MACHINE is a low cost, compact system that uses 19 cfm of air, filters the fluid (200
micron), easily transports and discharges contaminated fluid to a recycling station or waste fluid
holding container.
Everything that is needed to remove contaminated fluid from a machine sump or washer reservoir
is included in the GREEN MACHINE. Each system is a complete turnkey system, designed for easy
start up and use.
The GREEN MACHINE is available in 55 gallon
and 90 gallon capacities.
The GREEN MACHINE DTS is a dual tank
system with an extra tank that holds clean fluid
for quickly recharging the machine reservoir.
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Air Venturi
Suction/Discharge Feature

Capacities
55 Gallon
90 Gallon
Forklift Guides
Heavy Duty Casters
Compact
Heavy gage steel construction
200µ Bag Filter
Made to fit in narrow spaces
Pumping rates 55-70 GPM
Air Operated

Tool Holder

1 cu.ft. basket

8” x 8” Clean
Out Door

